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HOME SAUNA NL1216

Home Sauna NL1216, size width 123 x depth 160 cm, height 203 cm, includes: 

 Sawo MX-30NS  3 kW heater and stones
 Infrared panels (400W/230V or 1800W/400V)
 Control panel for the heater and infrared panels features a timer, programmable temperature setting,

light switch, temperature display, ventilation setting
 Two Sauna Chairs W-100
 One Foot Rest W-10
 Thermometer/Hygrometer, bucket and ladle
 Glass wall and glass door 8 mm
 Led lights
 Air circulation fan for ventilation
 Adjustable feet for compensating sloping floor
 Mirror layout available, door on the left side
 Delivered in easy to install elements, total weight c. 300 kg.
 Electrician must do the electrical installation.

A compact and elegant Home Sauna for your 
ultimate relaxation and wellbeing. 

Sit on the comfortable Saunasella chairs, pour 
some water on the heater and enjoy the soft 
steam, while the infrared waves warm your 
back. 

The white interior and the LED spotlights are 
refreshing, while the natural wood on the seats 
is comforting. The high quality is always 
satisfying. 

The sauna can be installed into any space with 
a watertight floor, without any modifications 
to the room. 
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HOME SAUNA NL1516 

Home Sauna NL1516, size width 153 x depth 160 cm, height 203 cm, includes: 

 Sawo MX-30NS  3 kW heater and stones 
 Infrared panels (400W/230V or 1800W/400V) 
 Control panel for the heater and infrared panels features a timer, programmable temperature setting, 

light switch, temperature display, ventilation setting 
 Two Sauna Chairs W-120 
 One Foot Rest W-10 
 Thermometer/Hygrometer, bucket and ladle 
 Glass wall and glass door 8 mm 
 Led lights 
 Air circulation fan for ventilation 
 Adjustable feet for compensating sloping floor 
 Mirror layout available, door on the left side 
 Delivered in easy to install elements, total weight c. 300 kg. 
 Electrician must do the electrical installation. 

A compact and elegant Home Sauna for your 
ultimate relaxation and wellbeing. 

Sit on the comfortable Saunasella chairs, pour 
some water on the heater and enjoy the soft 
steam, while the infrared waves warm your 
back. 

The white interior and the LED spotlights are 
refreshing, while the natural wood on the seats 
is comforting. The high quality is always 
satisfying. 

The sauna can be installed into any space with 
a watertight floor, without any modifications 
to the room. 

 


